
LegalBudz Announces New York Launch of CBD a THC Substitute 
That's Legal in all 50 States 
 
With local New York media attention focused on chemical substitutes to marijuana which are very 
illegal, the interest in true legal substitutes is understandably high.  Answering the call is LegalBudz 
who recently announced the launch in New York of CBD, an all natural alternative to THC using the 
legal parts of the hemp plant, that delivers remarkable effects. 
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Is it possible to enjoy some of the very positive effects of marijuana, without breaking the law or 
resorting to use a dangerous chemical blend, which is also likely to be illegal?  According to the 
innovative company LegalBudz it certainly is, thanks to their recently launched product CBD.  CBD is 
derived from legal in all 50 states hemp and hemp oil, can be smoked or vaporized, and has been 
shown the have many of the effects customers are looking for, to treat a wide range of issues.  CBD is 
available in New York in a number of different blends, both through the LegalBudz online store, at the 
popular shop New Amsterdam and even from a LegalBudz mobile truck. 
 
“We're very happy to launch CBD here in New York, especially since there's such a need for a product 
like this after all the issues with K2 recently,”  commented a spokesperson from LegalBudz.  “Let's 
face it, the synthetic THC blends were doing huge damage to the younger generation, which is why 
they are illegal.  Chemical weed kills. With CBD, users see many of the medicinal benefits of 
marijuana without the recreational aspects and other drawbacks.  It's an exciting time in New York, 
that's for sure.” 
 
According to many users, some of the positive aspects of CBD users are celebrating include highlights 
like:  eliminating the need for expensive prescriptions;  rescuing users from nausea;  reducing even 
extreme pain;  helping with depression; and mellowing out extreme emotions like anger.  The FDA 
doesn't allow a company to make health claims on this kind of product, but the research is out their for 
anyone to find, with a simple search engine search on Google, Yahoo or Bing. 
 
LegalBudz is proud to say their CBD is the purest CBD on the market today, imported especially for 
it's potency.  Made from a natural constituent of industrial hemp, CBD is completely legal and natural, 
avoiding all the problems former THC substitutes have ran into in recent years.  While CBD does have 
a minimal amount of THC most users say it doesn't show up in drug tests at all with only one or two in 
thousands having reported a negative drug test issues, which was quickly resolved. 
 
Feedback from customers has been very positive across the board. 
 
Chris C., from Queens, recently said,  “I was getting out of control with K2 and it was having some 
pretty bad health effects.  After cutting out that chemical crap and vaporizing CBD, I feel like a new 
person.  I was looking for something to help with my depression and CBD has really worked better 
than anything else I've tried.  Five stars and fully recommended.” 
 
For more information be sure to visit http://www.buylegalbudz.com. 
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